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1. Introduction 
The trio generated by the commutative closure c((al ... ak) *) of the regular 
language (al ..a Q)* is studied. For each positive integer k, let S& be the set of all 
regular languages over k symbols, and let ~(9~) be the language family which con- 
sists of the commutative closures of all languages in c!&. Latteux proves in [3] that 
the trio generated by the language family c(&) coincides with the trio generated by 
the language c((alaz)*), i.e., U(c(&))= g(c((a,a,)*)). In [4] it is asked whether or 
not the equality U(c(&&)) = V(c(@ ... Q)*)) holds for every k 13. We shall give an 
affirmative answer to this question. 
2. Preliminaries 
The reader is referred to [l] for all concepts that are not defined here. 
Let Z1 be a finite alphabet. For each x in ZT and each language L c Z:, define c(x) 
to be the set of all words, which are permutations of the work x, and c(L)= 
U {c(x) 1 x in L}. c(L) is called the commutative closure of L. L is commutative if
L = c(L). For an a-transducer M = (K,, Z1, &, H, po, F), let A, i = 1,2,3,4, be the 
homomorphisms on H* defined as fi(t) =p, f2(t) =x, h(t) =_Y, and f4(f) =q for 
each t = (p, x, y, q) in H. Let M(L) =f3(f2p1(L)f7DM), where DM is the set of all 
computations of M. It should be noted that this definition and the definition of 
M(L) used in [l] are equivalent. 
Let al, u2, . . . be different symbols. For each k in N+ , let Ek = c((q --. Q)*). Let Y 
be the Parikh-mapping from {a,, . . . , ak} * into Nk. A language L C {a,, . . . . ok}* is a 
SLIP-language if Y(L) is a semilinear set. 
For each language family Y: let U(U) ( g(U)) be the smallest (full) trio containing _Z 
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3. The main theorem 
We now prove our central result. 
Theorem. U(C(~‘~)) = %?(I$) for each k in TV+. 
Proof. For k= 1 we have U(c($,)) = %Y(&) = R 
Let k L 2 in N+ be arbitrary but fixed. 
Clearly Ek = c((al 3.. ak)*) is in c(gk) and thus V(Ek) c U(c(C&)). 
Consider the reverse inclusion. Let R be in gk. Since R is a SLIP-language 
(Lemma 1 of [2]) and V(Ek) is closed under e-free homomorphism and, as a princi- 
pal trio, under union, we may without loss of generality assume that c(R) = 
c(w,w;*.. w:) for some p in N+ and words w,, wl, . . . , wp in (a,, . . . , ak) *. To prove 
that c(R) is in V(Ek) it clearly suffices to show that the language c(w: ... w,*) is in 
V(Ek). For each j in { 1, . . . . p}, Y(wj) = (ij,, . . . . ijk) for some ij,, . . . . Jk i- in N. Let 
L = {~~lillt~'~+"pipl . . . g~lilk+"'+"pipk 1 n,, +..,np in N}. 
Since c(L) = c(w: ... w,*), it, by Corollary I.3 of [3], suffices to prove that L is in 
V(Ek). We define j, in N+ , r = 1, . . . , p, s = 1, . . . , k as follows: 
1 if i,,=O, 
i,, if i,, >O. 
For any set of elements { gl, . . . , g,} c Nk, let Y(g,, . . . , g,) be the vector space over 
the field of real numbers generated by gl, . . . . g,. For each h in N let dh in Nk be 
defined as dh = (h, . . . , h). Let ul, . . . , up, ul, . . . . uk- , in Nk be any elements such that 
(i) ur, ul, . . . . uk ~I are linearly independent for each r = 1, . . . , p; 
(ii) d, is not in Y(u,, . . . . uk_I); and 
(iii) j,, u, +jrz u1 + a.. fj,kuk-l=dh,forsomeh,inN+,r=l,...,p. 
It can be shown that such elements really exist. Let x1, . . . . xp, yl, . . . . yk- I be the 
words in a: +.. a$forwhich Y(x,)=u,and Y(y,)=u,,r=l,..., p,s=l,..., k-l.An 
a-transducer M = (K,, El, &, H, po, F) such that L = M(Ek) is now constructed. Let 
(1) K={qj,sjli=O ,..., p,j=l,..., k-l}; 
(2) &=&={(a,, . . ..ak}. 
(3) H consists of the following quadruples: 
(a) (qr,e,:,4r+I), r,=O, . . . ..p-1. (qp7e9e,sl); 
(b) (q&z;;* . ..zc.-,,aI”,q, ) where z,,, = yh if ir, h + , = 0 and i$h = e otherwise, 
r=l , ‘.., p, h= 1, . . . . k- 1; 
(c) (Sh,e,e,sh+l),h=l ,..., k-2,ifk>2;and 
(4) F= +k- 11. 
We briefly prove that L =M(Ek). 
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Let w be in L. Then 
W=a;,i,,+“‘+n&, ...On,i,k+“‘+“pipk 
k 
for some n,, .,., np in N. Consider the computation 
I=(40,e,e,q,)(q,,xi’IzilZ...~~~~_,,all,,~,)nl ... 
. ..(qp~.re,e,q,)(q,,x~‘z~...z~~~,,af”’,q,)”P(q,,e,e,s,) 
(s,, y,, a2, s,)n’i’2+.‘.+“pip2 ‘.’ (skm2, e, e, Sk- ,) 
@k-17yk-17ak7sk-1) 
nlilk+~~~+~pipk 
It is not difficult to see that w =h(t) and that fi(t) is in Ek. Thus w is in M(Ek). 
Assume now that w is in M(Ek). Then there must be a computation 
1’=(q0,e,e,q,)(q,,xi,‘zi12...z~~~~,,ai,’,q,)... 
. ..(qg-.,e,e,q,)(q,,x~1z~...z~~_,,a~’,q,)”P(q~,e,e,s,) 
(+_v, abS,P ‘..(~k~2re,e,~k-l)(~k~l,~k-l,ak,~k-l)mk~’, 
nl, . . . . nk, ml, . . . . mk_ l in Nsuch that w =fj(t’) and fi(t’) is in Ek. On the other hand 
t=(qo, e, e, q,)(q,,x{“z{i2 ...zci_, , aill, q,)“l ... 
. ..(qp-.,e,e,q,)(q,,x~‘z~2...z~~_,,a;p’:q,)’~ 
(q~,~,e,s,)(s,,y,,a2,S,)n,i’2+..’+”p’p2”’(~k_~,e,e,~k_,) 
(~k-lr~kbl~ak~~k~l) 
n,i,k+...+rtpipk 
is a computation such that f2(t) is in Ek. Basing on the Parikh-mappings of the 
words f2(t’) and f2(t) and on the conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) it can be shown that 
t = t’, and thus 
is in L. 
Now, by Theorem 3.2.1. of [l], L =M(Ek) is in ??(E,). Clearly Ek is a SLIP- 
language and thus, by Proposition 11.11 of [3], the family V(Ek) is closed under 
arbitrary homomorphism, i.e., V(Ek) = @(Ek). So L = kf(Ek) is in V(Ek) and the 
proof is complete. q 
The previous theorem allows us to answer a question of Latteux in [4]: 
Corollary. For each positive integer k, the language family C’(c(Rk)) is a (full) 
principal trio. 
It should be noted that by the application of AFL-techniques used in [ 11, it can be 
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shown that the smallest AFL containing the language family c(&) is a (full) princi- 
pal AFL. 
Note. Let 6i, &, . . . be new symbols. Define 0, =c((a,b,)*... (ok&)*). Using a 
proof which resembles the proof of the theorem above, it can be shown that 0, is in 
g(Ek+ i). Then it is easily seen that V(Ek+ ,) = ~‘(~(97~~ ,)) = V(Ok) = Y(U; A ... A Y-,) 
where 6L;= V(E2), i= 1, . . . . k, k in N+ . All the trios above are full. 
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